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of the Center for the Book at the Library of Congress since 1977, and Jane Aiken, who is the Senior Academic Advisor, Division of Research Programs at the National Endowment for the Humanities. Together, they have produced a work both visually attractive and full of information.

The contents of the *Encyclopedia* are divided into four main sections. The first is a collection of essays that discuss the Library's service components like the Copyright Office, the Congressional Research Service and the National Library Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped. This section also includes essays on relevant topics like the Library's Digital Future, its role in scholarship and its relationship to other institutions like the National Archive and the Smithsonian.

The next section is an alphabetical collection of articles that make up the bulk of the work. They include biographies of the librarians and other influential figures, as well as topical articles like those on the classification of collections, the individual buildings, functions like acquisitions and reference, preservation and conservation activities, and unique holdings like the Giant Bible of Maimon, the Constitution and the Declaration of Independence. Reflecting the collections and contents of the Library there are also articles that cover topics like Rare Book and Special Collections, the Geography and Map Division, the Asian Division, the Manuscript Collection and the Music Division. The third section of the book contains appendices that provide a selective list of senior Library officials from 1802-2004, statistical tables of Library appropriations from 1800-2004, as well as tables reflecting the growth of collections from 1801 to 2003. There are also lists of major gifts and endowments. The final section is a short list of further research and readings. The book is rounded out by a useful general index.

The more time the reader spends exploring *Encyclopedia of the Library of Congress*, the more obvious it becomes that Library of Congress is a national treasure. Editors, John Y. Cole and Jane Aiken, along with their contributors, have produced a book that mirrors the central role the Library has played, and still plays, in the cultural life of the country. While the Library is discussed in other works like Miriam Drake's four-volume *Encyclopedia of Library and Information Science* (Marcel Dekker, 2003, 082474259, $1295), this is the first encyclopedia devoted to the Library itself.

As a resource, it is suitable for both public and academic libraries. Whether it is placed in reference or circulation will depend on the need. Regardless, it would be a worthwhile addition.

Grey House Publishing has released the 3rd edition of a book that has been well received in the past. Written by Scott Derks, the *Value of the Dollar 1860-2004* (2004, 1592370748, $135) is both a browser's delight and a serious reference work. As the title implies, it traces the value of the dollar through times of war, depression, prosperity and inflation. Arranged chronologically, the first section of the book is divided into six parts, the first of which is devoted to the years 1860-1899 and subtitled the Age of Endeavor. This is followed by five more parts that cover the 20th century and beyond. They include: 1900-1919: The Progressive Era and World War I; 1920-1939: Return to Normalcy, the Great Depression, and Recovery; 1940-1959: World War II: Recovery and the Cold War; 1960-1979: The Vietnam War and the Global Economy; and 1980-2004: From Recession to the Era of Possibilities. Each of these parts is further divided into five year increments. An historical snapshot, selected income, consumer expenditures, investments, standard jobs and their salaries, selected prices of typical food basket, as well as a large listing of miscellaneous prices are provided for the first part and all of the following five year sub-divisions.

The second section of the book is a new and welcome addition. Devoted to noticeable trends from 1900-2000, it uses a series of bar charts to trace price trends for household goods ranging from magazines to toaster and fashion items like women's dress suits and men's sweaters. It also includes compensation trends from the minimum wage to the NY Yankee payroll, food prices for basic commodities and prices for entertainment ranging from tickets to Disneyland and the price of a roll of film. The sources for these statistics are diverse and run the gamut from the Federal Reserve Bulletin to Sears & Roebuck Catalogs. Author Scott Derks provides a full list of sources, along with a two page bibliography, in the back of the book. There is also a subject index with references to specific page numbers.

The *Value of the Dollar* is by no means comprehensive, but it is nonetheless highly useful. Taken together, these statistics paint a fascinating portrait of American life during the periods covered. Of course, one wishes that there were even more of price listings, especially when the figures you are looking for are not available. However, the *Value of the Dollar* is intended for those interested in social history, not economics majors. These price lists help the reader get a feel for what it was like to live during a selected time periods. In addition, they often provide specific numbers to support and enhance research. This latest edition of the *Value of a Dollar* should join past editions on shelves in both academic and public libraries.
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The IT'S TRUE!!!!

Fiction Contest in Against the Grain

$250 prize

How many of you are working on the Great American Novel, Short Stories, Poetry?

Here's your chance to get into print and reach thousands of readers starved for fiction that tells the story of libraries and librarians, publishing and bookselling, but we're open to any original works—your imagination is the limit.

A fiction page will become a regular feature of ATG after this contest, so sharpen your pencils and tell us your story.

ATG Launching New Fiction Page